The products of recombination-activating genes RAG1 and RAG2 mediate the assembly of antigen receptor genes during lymphocyte development in a process known as V(D)J recombination. Lack of structural information for the RAG proteins has hindered mechanistic studies of this reaction. We report here the crystal structure of an essential DNA binding domain of the RAG1 catalytic core bound to its nonamer DNA recognition motif. The RAG1 nonamer binding domain (NBD) forms a tightly interwoven dimer that binds and synapses two nonamer elements, with each NBD making contact with both DNA molecules. Biochemical and biophysical experiments confirm that the two nonamers are in close proximity in the RAG1/2-DNA synaptic complex and demonstrate the functional importance of the protein-DNA contacts revealed in the structure. These findings reveal a previously unsuspected function for the NBD in DNA synapsis and have implications for the regulation of DNA binding and cleavage by RAG1 and RAG2. V(D)J recombination assembles a diverse repertoire of immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor genes in developing B and T lymphocytes through rearrangement of different V (variable), in some cases D (diversity), and J (joining) gene segments. The first phase of the reaction, DNA cleavage, is catalyzed by the products of RAG1 and RAG2 (refs. 1,2), which form the core of the recombinase machinery. In vitro, the activity and specificity of this machinery are enhanced by the ubiquitous high-mobility-group proteins HMGB1 and HMGB2 (refs. 3, 4) . DNA binding and cleavage are targeted by recombination signal sequences (RSSs) that flank each gene segment ( Fig. 1) . Each RSS is composed of well-conserved heptamer (consensus 5¢-CACAGTG-3¢) and nonamer (consensus 5¢-ACAAAAACC-3¢) sequences separated by a spacer of either 12 bp or 23 bp (referred to as 12RSS and 23RSS, respectively). Efficient recombination occurs only between a 12RSS and a 23RSS, a phenomenon known as the 12/23 rule 5 .
The products of recombination-activating genes RAG1 and RAG2 mediate the assembly of antigen receptor genes during lymphocyte development in a process known as V(D)J recombination. Lack of structural information for the RAG proteins has hindered mechanistic studies of this reaction. We report here the crystal structure of an essential DNA binding domain of the RAG1 catalytic core bound to its nonamer DNA recognition motif. The RAG1 nonamer binding domain (NBD) forms a tightly interwoven dimer that binds and synapses two nonamer elements, with each NBD making contact with both DNA molecules. Biochemical and biophysical experiments confirm that the two nonamers are in close proximity in the RAG1/2-DNA synaptic complex and demonstrate the functional importance of the protein-DNA contacts revealed in the structure. These findings reveal a previously unsuspected function for the NBD in DNA synapsis and have implications for the regulation of DNA binding and cleavage by RAG1 and RAG2. V(D)J recombination assembles a diverse repertoire of immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor genes in developing B and T lymphocytes through rearrangement of different V (variable), in some cases D (diversity), and J (joining) gene segments. The first phase of the reaction, DNA cleavage, is catalyzed by the products of RAG1 and RAG2 (refs. 1, 2) , which form the core of the recombinase machinery. In vitro, the activity and specificity of this machinery are enhanced by the ubiquitous high-mobility-group proteins HMGB1 and HMGB2 (refs. 3,4) . DNA binding and cleavage are targeted by recombination signal sequences (RSSs) that flank each gene segment ( Fig. 1) . Each RSS is composed of well-conserved heptamer (consensus 5¢-CACAGTG-3¢) and nonamer (consensus 5¢-ACAAAAACC-3¢) sequences separated by a spacer of either 12 bp or 23 bp (referred to as 12RSS and 23RSS, respectively). Efficient recombination occurs only between a 12RSS and a 23RSS, a phenomenon known as the 12/23 rule 5 .
DNA cleavage occurs in two steps: nicking and transesterification ( Fig. 1, inset) . A nick is first introduced in the top strand immediately upstream of the heptamer, generating a 3¢-hydroxyl group that can attack the phosphodiester bond on the opposite strand in a direct transesterification reaction, thereby creating four DNA ends: two hairpin coding ends and two blunt, 5¢-phosphorylated signal ends 6, 7 . According to the current model, the RAG complex first binds to one RSS to form a signal complex. The signal complex can recruit a partner RSS to form the paired complex, also called the synaptic complex, within which double-strand breaks are generated between the coding gene segments and the RSSs [8] [9] [10] . While nicking can occur in both the signal complex and paired complex, hairpin formation is largely restricted to the paired complex and is sensitive to 12/23 synapsis 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] . In the second phase of V(D)J recombination, the ends are processed and joined by proteins of the nonhomologous end joining pathway 15 .
RSS-specific binding and cleavage activities are attributed primarily to RAG1, with RAG2 and HMGB1/2 functioning as its cofactors. RAG1 contains the catalytic triad DDE, a motif common to many recombinases and transposases, and multiple domains that interact with the RSS through base-specific and nonspecific DNA contacts 16, 17 . The mouse RAG1 core, the minimal region capable of supporting catalysis, includes amino acids 384-1008 of the total 1,040 residues. Located at the N terminus of the RAG1 core is the NBD, which recognizes the nonamer and is crucial for anchoring the RAG proteins onto the RSS 18, 19 . Footprinting and interference experiments mapped the primary site of the RAG1-RSS interaction to the nonamer, whereas contacts in the heptamer and spacer are more dependent on RAG2 and HMGB1/2 (ref. 17) . Other domains in the RAG1 core contribute the DDE active site residues and interact with RSS elements proximal to the cleavage site and coding flank 20 . Less is known about the function of RAG2, but it is required for high-affinity DNA binding and cleavage.
Although the basic biochemical steps in RAG-mediated DNA cleavage have been delineated, little is known about the proteinprotein and protein-DNA interactions that govern the reaction.
Although several lines of evidence show that the dimeric form of RAG1 mediates binding of RAG1 alone to the RSS, the stoichiometry of RAG1 in the signal complex and paired complex is subject to debate 10, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . To date, only the zinc-dimerization domain and the plant homeodomain in RAG1 and RAG2, respectively, have yielded to structure determination 25, 26 , but they offer little direct information about DNA recognition and cleavage because they lie outside the core regions. It has been proposed that the RAG1 NBD interacts with the nonamer through a helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif similar to the DNA binding domain (DBD) of the Hin recombinase 27 , although a recent bioinformatic analysis has called this idea into question 28 . A lack of structural information for the RAG proteins has hindered efforts to understand the mechanism of V(D)J recombination.
Here we report the crystal structure of the mouse RAG1 NBD in complex with a 14-mer DNA molecule containing the nonamer. The NBD adopts an intertwined dimer structure that mediates the synapsis of two DNA molecules and lacks the predicted HTH motif characteristic of Hin. Biochemical experiments with mutant RAG1 core proteins support the NBD structural findings and help to elucidate the mechanisms underlying RSS binding and synapsis, the differential regulation of nicking and hairpin formation and the basis of some immunodeficiency diseases.
RESULTS

Structure determination and refinement
On the basis of previous studies that established the approximate boundaries of the RAG1 NBD 18, 19, 29 , we screened NBD proteins of varying lengths with several nonamer oligonucleotides for crystallization. His 6 -tagged RAG1 residues 389-464 in complex with a stickyended 14-mer DNA duplex containing the consensus nonamer sequence (numbered 1-9) and four adjacent base pairs of the consensus 12RSS spacer (5¢-CTTA-3¢, numbered S9-S12) yielded the best crystals ( Fig. 2a) . The structure of the NBD-DNA complex was determined at a resolution of 2.4 Å using multiple isomorphous replacement with anomalous scattering (MIRAS) from lead, mercury and tungsten derivatives.
One molecule of the NBD could be unambiguously fit into the experimental electron density map in the asymmetric unit, whereas only half of the expected DNA could be fit. Inspection of the electron density map showed that continuous electron density extended from the base pair at nonamer position 3 across a crystallographic twofold symmetry axis ( Fig. 2b ). Applying this twofold symmetry operator to the partial model generated the entire DNA bound to two NBDs. This S9 S10 S11 S12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 S9 S10 S11 S12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure 2
Electron density maps of DNA in the native and 56DNA crystals.
(a) Sequence of the DNA used in native crystals is shown with the consensus nonamer (numbered 1-9) and 4 bp from the consensus 12RSS spacer (numbered S9-S12). Bases coinciding with the crystallographic twofold symmetry axis are blue. (b) Solvent-flattened experimental electron density map (mesh) derived from heavy-atom phasing of the native crystal shows continuous electron density extending from the base pair at nonamer position 3 across the twofold symmetry axis (black oval; the axis is perpendicular to the page). Two halves of a single 14-mer DNA duplex minus the overhang bases are shown as yellow and red stick models.
(c) Application of the crystallographic twofold symmetry operator generates a model consistent with the DNA existing in two possible orientations (overlap of yellow and red stick models), each at half occupancy, and the NBD (cyan) bound to the two A-T-rich sites in the DNA. The termini of one NBD are indicated with N and C. (d) Crystals containing a DNA with additional symmetrized bases, 56DNA, in complex with the NBD were also obtained. (e) 2F o -F c omit electron density maps (mesh) of bases at S9, which were generated by performing simulated annealing refinement without the DNA coordinates, are shown for both the native (green) and 56DNA (yellow) crystals. The corresponding symmetry-mate bases at nonamer position 9 (subscript) are colored gray in both models but are not visible in the case of 56DNA owing to perfect overlap with the S9 base pair. Nitrogen and oxygen atoms are indicated with blue and red, respectively. was possible because the spacer base pairs created a second A-T-rich region with which the NBD was able to interact in addition to the A-T tract in the nonamer. This suggested a model in which the twofold symmetry axis of the complex coincided with the crystallographic twofold axis, consistent with the DNA existing in two possible orientations in the lattice (Fig. 2c ). Because the DNA sequence is not symmetric, the electron density map of the DNA represented the averaged density of the DNA in two orientations. When we accounted for the two DNA orientations in our model by setting each orientation at half occupancy, both R work and R free decreased substantially, suggesting that our modeling of the electron density was correct. The overhanging bases at the ends of the DNA, which mediate DNA stacking in the lattice and do not contribute direct protein-DNA contacts, were excluded from the model because of poor electron density at these positions.
To further validate our model, we also grew crystals of the NBD in complex with a DNA containing additional symmetrized bases (referred to as 56DNA; Fig. 2d ). As expected, when the model was refined against the 56DNA data, all of the symmetric base pairs could be fit unambiguously into the electron density map ( Fig. 2e) , confirming that our refinement of the model with the two DNA orientations is correct. Except for two solvent-exposed side chains, which show clearer electron densities in the 56DNA map, the electron density of the protein is identical in both the native and 56DNA crystals, indicating that the dual orientation of the DNA had minimal effect on the protein and its interactions with the DNA. Hereafter, we shall refer only to the DNA orientation that places the NBD in direct contact with the A-T tract in the nonamer, as this is consistent with existing biochemical data and the experiments described below. The final model, with the DNA at half occupancy, has an R work /R free of 23.6/27.1%.
Structure of the NBD dimer in complex with DNA
The NBD is a symmetrical homodimer and interacts with two molecules of DNA, which are bound to the outside of the protein core in a near antiparallel configuration offset by 301 ( Fig. 3a) . The DNA shows little deviation from the ideal B-form. Each NBD monomer is composed of three helices: H1 (residues 400-422), H2 (residues 426-441) and H3 (residues 444-454) ( Fig. 3b) . Helix 1 contains a kink that separates it into two smaller helices: H1a (residues 400-407) and H1b (residues 408-422). Helices H2 and H3 from each subunit form a four-helix bundle through extensive hydrophobic interactions and constitute the bulk of the dimer interface, whereas the H1 helices from the two subunits wrap around one side of the four-helix bundle with the N-terminal GGRPR motifs (residues 389-393) protruding from opposite sides of the dimer (Fig. 3a) .
The ability of the NBD dimer to simultaneously bind to and tether two DNA molecules is in agreement with its overall charge distribution, which shows two large positively charged surfaces on opposite sides of the dimer ( Supplementary Fig. 1 online) . Moreover, each NBD monomer interacts with both DNA molecules, with the resulting contacts being categorized as either cis or trans, depending on whether they involve the GGRPR motif and H1a or the loop between H2 and H3, respectively. A 1,900 Å 2 surface area of each monomer becomes buried at the dimer interface. Given the extensive surface area of interaction and the interwrapped nature of the NBD structure, it is highly unlikely that the dimer interface is an artifact of crystal packing. Both gel filtration and multi-angle laser light scattering methods confirmed that the NBD exists as a dimer in solution in the absence of DNA (data not shown). Consistent with the structure, RAG1 core also forms a stable dimer that is resistant to dissociation 20, 23 . Perturbations in the NBD dimer interface, such as alanine substitutions of residues 423-433, substantially reduced RAG1 core protein expression in vivo 30 , suggesting the importance of NBD dimerization in RAG1 protein folding and dimerization.
GGRPR motif in the minor groove
The GGRPR motif is an example of an AT-hook, a structural element found in various DNA binding proteins 31 . This motif is the only region of strong sequence conservation between the RAG1 NBD and Hin DBD 18 and adopts almost identical structures in the two proteins 27 . In the NBD, the GGRPR motif interacts predominantly with the bases at positions 5-7 of the nonamer (Fig. 4a) , the most highly conserved nonamer positions in endogenous RSSs 32 . Gly389 and Gly390 pack against the minor groove edges at nonamer positions 8 and 7, respectively. Arg391 makes two important contacts with the DNA; its main chain amide is hydrogen-bonded to the O2 atom of T 6 (subscript denotes the position within the nonamer), whereas its side chain amino group forms another hydrogen bond with the O2 atom of T 5 . In addition, the Arg393 e-imino group is hydrogen-bonded to the phosphate of T 5 (Fig. 4a ). The electrostatic interaction between the Arg393 guanidino group and the DNA backbone may be important in positioning the GGRPR motif in the minor groove. Although these interactions contribute to the binding of the NBD to the DNA, H1b H2 H3 C Figure 3 Structure of the RAG1 NBD-DNA complex. (a) The NBD homodimer (subunits colored cyan and pink with the GGRPR motif shown in stick model) binds to two DNA molecules (gray space-filling model) and makes both cis and trans DNA contacts as indicated for the pink subunit. Below, the NBD dimer alone, rotated 901 from the view above. (b) The sequence of the NBD in the model (mouse RAG1 residues 389-456) is shown below the corresponding secondary structures, with loops and helices represented as lines and blue cylinders, respectively. specificity is primarily achieved through conformational complementarity between the GGRPR motif and the minor groove of the nonamer ( Supplementary Fig. 1c ). Indeed, the structure of the motif is such that replacing the A-T tract with a stretch of G-C base pairs would cause the N2 atom of guanine at positions 5-7 to protrude into the minor groove, thereby resulting in steric clash with residues Gly390 and Arg391. This is consistent with the finding that G-C substitutions at nonamer positions 5-7 substantially reduced RSS-RAG binding in gel shift assays 33 . Interactions between the GGRPR residues and the thymines in the minor groove are also consistent with strong permanganate interference, hydroxy radical and DNase I footprinting results in the nonamer of the RSS bound by RAG1 alone or by the entire RAG complex, suggesting that the NBD-DNA structure captured here is pertinent to complexes assembled with core RAG proteins 17 .
Major groove and spacer contacts
Although helix H1a in the major groove is functionally similar to the recognition helix in HTH motifs, the arrangement of the helices in the RAG1 NBD is unrelated to that of the HTH motif. The H1a helix axis is coplanar to the bases of the DNA, but interacts only marginally with base edges in the major groove. Of the five basic residues in H1a, only Arg402 makes base-specific contact with the DNA. The electron density of the Arg402 side chain in the native crystal seems to be an average of two possible rotamers. However, the most likely rotamer conformation places the arginine side chain amino group 2.7 Å away from the O6 atom of the guanine at nonamer position 2 ( Fig. 4b) , which is consistent with strong interference in RAG1-RSS binding upon methylation of G 2 (ref. 17 ) and 91% conservation of C-G at nonamer position 2 in endogenous RSSs 34 . Further validation of the position of this side chain was obtained from the 56DNA crystal in which the guanine is symmetric across the twofold symmetry axis. In this structure, we observed unambiguous electron density for the Arg402 side chain, confirming the indicated rotamer conformation and its base-specific contact with G 2 . Helix H1 also contacts the DNA through Arg407, whose guanidino group interacts electrostatically with the phosphate backbone ( Fig. 4c ). Arg407 also seems to have an important structural role, as evidenced by the multiple contacts it makes with surrounding protein residues. These include a hydrogen bond between the Arg407 side chain and the main chain carbonyl of Gln394, an interaction that helps define the conformation of the loop connecting the GGRPR motif to H1a and stabilizes the hydrogen bond between the Gln394 main chain amide and the phosphate of T 4 .
The Arg407 guanidino group also forms a salt bridge with the carboxyl group of Glu423 from the neighboring NBD subunit. In addition, hydrogen bonding between the main chain carbonyl of Arg407 and a nearby water molecule stabilizes the kink in H1.
In addition to the nonamer contacts made by the GGRPR motif and H1a, which constitute the primary cis contacts, backbone contacts with the top strand in the spacer are contributed both in cis and in trans, by means of conformational and electrostatic complementarity between the NBD and DNA ( Supplementary Fig. 2 online) . Four residues of the cis-bound NBD subunit interact with the top strand in the spacer; Lys405 and Ly412 are hydrogen-bonded to the backbone phosphates at positions S10 and S11, respectively ( Fig. 4d) , whereas Arg401 and Arg409 are positioned near the backbone at positions S9 and S12, respectively, but are too far to form hydrogen bonds with the phosphate groups. Further shape complementarity is provided in trans by residues Asn443 and His445 of the other subunit, which are positioned near the backbone phosphates at S8 and S9 ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Interactions with the backbone at positions S8-S12 in the spacer are consistent with published ethylation interference and DNase I footprinting results 17 .
Consistent with the relatively small number of sequence-specific interactions observed in the NBD-DNA structure, we were unable to detect sequence-specific interactions of the NBD with the RSS or isolated nonamer in gel shift, anisotropy or FRET DNA binding assays (data not shown). Specific RSS recognition is therefore substantially facilitated by the heptamer, RAG2, HMGB1/2 and other domains of RAG1, consistent with many previous studies of DNA binding by the RAG proteins 17, 20 .
Testing the NBD structure predictions in RAG1 core We therefore investigated the functional significance of the DNA contacts observed in the crystal structure in the context of the RAG1 core protein. To accomplish this, we mutated basic residues within the NBD in the RAG1 core and assayed for their effects on DNA binding and cleavage. Although some NBD mutants have been characterized previously 18, 35, 36 , our experiments here offer a more systematic comparison among individual mutants ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 3 online) . To ensure that the mutations did not result in the misfolding of RAG1, we tested all of the mutants for their ability to interact with RAG2 using a glutathione S-transferase (GST)-RAG2 pull-down assay and found that all of the RAG1 core mutants showed wild-type ability to interact with RAG2 ( Supplementary  Fig. 4 online) . is hydrogen-bonded to the carbonyl of Gln394 (green) in the same subunit (light cyan) and forms a salt bridge with Glu423 (magenta) of the other NBD subunit (light pink). The main chain amide of Gln394 is hydrogenbonded to the phosphate of T 4 (yellow). Additionally, the carbonyl of Arg407 is hydrogen-bonded to a nearby water molecule (gray sphere).
(d) In the spacer, the side chains of Lys405 and Lys412 (cyan) form hydrogen bonds with the DNA backbone at positions S10 and S11 (beige), respectively. See also Supplementary Figure 2 .
As expected, disruption of the NBD structure, as in the Hin-RAG1 core hybrid protein (see Methods), substantially reduced 12RSS binding by RAG1 and RAG2 as assayed by gel shift (Fig. 5a,c) . Consistent with previous mutagenesis studies and the structure, mutations in the GGRPR motif also resulted in appreciable defects in DNA binding 18, 35 . Mutating the crucial residue Arg407 also substantially reduced DNA binding. Alanine mutations of other residues in H1a caused only moderate defects in DNA binding, indicating that these basic residues individually make only small contributions to the binding interaction. In contrast, the clear binding defect of the N443A H445A double mutant is consistent with the idea that these residues mediate important trans DNA contacts. Addition of HMGB1 to binding reactions stimulated DNA binding and partially suppressed the phenotype of several mutants, especially those in the GGRPR motif (compare Fig. 5a and 5b) .
Next, we examined the effects of the RAG1 mutations on nicking and hairpin formation (Fig. 5b,c) . Most mutants showed near wildtype levels and in some cases enhanced nicking activity. Even mutants that were severely impaired in DNA binding, such as the Hin-RAG1 hybrid and R407A mutants, showed reduced but detectable levels of nicking. In contrast, mutating residues that make specific contacts with the DNA, especially those in the minor groove, showed much stronger defects in hairpin formation (Fig. 5b,c) . The R391L and R393A mutants showed dramatically reduced hairpin formation despite retaining substantial nicking activity. Although the R391A mutant supported detectable hairpin formation, it showed a substantially lower hairpin-to-nick ratio than wild-type RAG1 core, indicating a deficiency in the hairpin formation step.
Given the overall electropositive charge of the NBD and the lack of extensive base-specific contacts, it is not surprising that most singleresidue substitutions in H1a had only minor effects on DNA cleavage. Mutation of Arg401 and His406, which do not make direct DNA contacts, allowed for robust hairpin activity (Fig. 5b,c) . As with the R391A mutant, mutation of Arg402, whose side chain forms a hydrogen bond with G 2 in the nonamer, resulted in a defect specifically in converting nicked products to hairpins. Mutating this guanine to adenine substantially reduced both nicking and hairpin formation by the wild-type RAG proteins ( Supplementary Fig. 5 online) . Mutation of Arg407 in H1a reduced hairpin formation to background levels despite a near wild-type level of nicking. The reduced hairpin activity of K405A and the severe binding and DNA cleavage defects of the N443 H445 double mutant highlight the importance of spacer contacts in RAG-mediated activities (Fig. 5b,c) . This is consistent with previous studies that found that variations in the spacer sequence affect recombination frequency 37 . Because hairpin formation is largely restricted to the paired complex, we also performed a biotin pulldown assay to determine the effect of these NBD mutations on paired complex formation. As expected, mutants that were impaired in hairpin formation showed defective pull-down of radiolabeled 12RSS with biotinylated 23RSS (data not shown).
Probing nonamer-mediated DNA synapsis in solution An important and unexpected finding to emerge from the crystal structure is that a dimer of the NBD mediates a synaptic configuration in which the two nonamers are held in relatively close proximity (E50 Å between the helix axes). The NBD has not been implicated in DNA synapsis, and previous models of RAG-RSS binding have invariably depicted a monomer of the NBD bound to a single nonamer. It was therefore important to test whether close approximation of the two nonamers occurs in the paired complex formed by RAG1, RAG2 and HMGB1. To do so, we used fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to assess synapsis of fluorescently labeled RSSs. This method provides a sensitive assay for the distance between two fluorophores and has been used by us previously to study the structure of the paired complex 38 . Using the NBD structure as a model, we designed three 12/23 pairs of RSSs (A, B and C; Fig. 6a ) in which the donor (6-carboxyfluorescein, FAM) and acceptor (carboxytetramethylrhodamine, TAMRA) fluorophores were attached to bases predicted to be on the side of the helix facing the protein core and within the Förster radius of 55 Å (the distance at which energy transfer efficiency is 50%) 38 . Fluorophores were attached to thymines with a six-carbon linker of about 10 Å in length. Control experiments Hin -R1 hybrid  Hin-R1 hybrid  R391L  R391A  R393A  R401A  R402A  K405A  H406A  R407A  N443A  H445A  N443A H445A  R391L  R391A  R393A  R401A  R402A  K405A  H406A  R407A  N443A  H445A  N443A H445A  ---- Figure 5 NBD-DNA contacts are important for DNA binding and hairpin formation. (a) Gel shift analysis of RAG1/2 binding to a 32 P-labeled consensus 12RSS substrate in the presence (right) or absence (left) of HMGB1 in a binding buffer containing 5 mM CaCl 2 . Proteins were added as indicated above the lanes. All reactions with mutant RAG1 proteins contained RAG2, and the positions of the free and bound substrates are indicated with diagrams. (b) The DNA cleavage assay was performed with 32 P-labeled consensus 12RSS and a fivefold molar excess of unlabeled consensus 23RSS in the presence of 1.5 mM MgCl 2 . Proteins and 23RSS substrate were added as indicated above the lanes. All reactions with mutant RAG1 proteins contained RAG2 and HMGB1. The positions of the nicked product, hairpin product and input substrate are indicated with diagrams. (c) Quantitation of binding and cleavage results from a and b, with the activity of the mutants normalized to that of wild-type RAG1 (WT), whose activity was arbitrarily set to 1. Similar results were obtained in repeat experiments (data not shown). See also Supplementary Figure 3 . SC, signal complex. demonstrated that binding of the proteins caused substantial quenching of the fluorescence of FAM in all three donor substrates ( Supplementary Fig. 6 online), indicative of protein-fluorophore interactions that could influence the trajectories of the six-carbon linkers and constrain fluorophore rotation. The distances between the fluorophores were therefore difficult to predict accurately, ranging E30-70 Å depending on how the linkers are oriented relative to one another in the paired complex (calculated interbase distance is E48 Å for the B pair).
Coupled 12/23 RSS cleavage experiments comparing fluorophorelabeled and control substrates demonstrated that the fluorophores do not alter DNA cleavage efficiency (data not shown), indicating that they do not interfere with crucial protein-DNA interactions. We then carried out FRET experiments with labeled substrates containing intact or mutant heptamer and/or nonamer elements (representative corrected emission spectra shown in Fig. 6b ). Percent energy transfer efficiency was calculated from acceptor sensitization as measured by TAMRA emission. When the entire ensemble of proteins was added to the RSSs to allow paired complex formation, all three RSS pairs supported substantial energy transfer (Fig. 7a) . From the measured energy transfer efficiencies, distances between fluorophores in the A, B and C pairs were calculated to be 59 Å , 66 Å and 66 Å , respectively, which are within the predicted range. As noted above, the flexibility of the six-carbon linker and protein-fluorophore interactions make it difficult to accurately determine the distances between the fluorophores in solution. Furthermore, the distances derived from FRET will be overestimates if not all FAM-labeled substrates synapse with a TAMRA-labeled substrate. However, qualitatively, these data support the notion that the two nonamers are brought together in the paired complex in a manner consistent with the NBD structure.
Because the A pair yielded the strongest energy transfer, we chose it for subsequent analyses. Experiments performed with substrates containing mutant heptamer and/or nonamer elements demonstrated that energy transfer is strongly nonamer dependent and only weakly dependent on the heptamer (Fig. 7a) . As expected, omitting RAG1 resulted in a marked reduction in energy transfer, and we observed a similar effect when HMGB1 was omitted from the reaction (Fig. 7b) .
Notably, RAG1 and HMGB1 in the absence of RAG2 supported substantial energy transfer, which again was strongly dependent on the nonamer but not the heptamer. Together, these data indicate that the full complement of proteins, or RAG1 and HMGB1 alone, can mediate close juxtaposition of two nonamers without requiring heptamer interactions, a conclusion consistent with several previous findings 17 . Using the FRET assay, we also analyzed the RAG1 mutants for their ability to support nonamer-mediated DNA synapsis (Fig. 7c) . The efficiencies with which these mutants supported energy transfer were markedly similar to their phenotypes in hairpin formation (compare with Fig. 5c ), emphasizing the importance of these nonamer contacts in coupling paired complex formation and DNA cleavage. (b) Representative corrected emission spectra obtained with the A substrate pair (left) or nonspecific (Nsp) substrates, which are identical to the A substrates except that the nonamer and heptamer elements have been mutated in both the 12 and 23 RSSs (right). In each case, the FAM-labeled substrate was incubated with a fourfold molar excess of either a TAMRAlabeled (pink spectrum) or unlabeled (blue, control spectrum) partner substrate together with RAG1, RAG2 and HMGB1 in a buffer containing 5 mM MgCl 2 . Background intrinsic TAMRA fluorescence has been subtracted from both pink spectra. Donor quenching and TAMRA sensitization are observed only with the consensus A substrates. For each spectrum, the x axis plots the emission wavelength in nm, and the y axis plots the emission signal intensity in arbitrary units (AU).
DISCUSSION
The crystal structure of the RAG1 NBD in complex with the nonamer and proximal spacer sequences reveals a unique intertwined homodimer bound to two DNA molecules. Dimerization is accomplished by three helices that form an extensive hydrophobic interface, whereas DNA binding is mediated by three distinct elements: a GGRPR AT-hook that is inserted in the minor groove, a short helix that interacts with the major groove and spacer contacts that include two basic residues contributed in trans by the other subunit. Unlike most site-specific recombinases, the RAG recombinase must tolerate substantial sequence variation in its DNA substrates. To this end, instead of forming extensive base-specific contacts, nonamer recognition relies more on structural and electrostatic complementarity between the NBD and DNA, and cooperative binding with HMGB1. Biochemical and FRET experiments demonstrate that NBD residues predicted to engage in direct DNA contacts are important for DNA binding, synapsis and hairpin formation by RAG1, RAG2 and HMGB1. This suggests that the NBD-DNA structure captured here represents an important piece of the physiological synaptic complex, although it is clear that the structure reflects only a small portion of the protein-DNA interactions responsible for RSS recognition by the RAG proteins. RAG1 exists as a tight dimer in solution 20, 22, 24 , and our data indicate that this dimer, together with HMGB1, can support the synapsis of two nonamers. The simplest interpretation of this is that the paired complex contains a single RAG1 dimer 22, 24 , although this point remains controversial 10, 21 . The interwrapped nature of the NBD dimer provides an appealing structural basis for the finding that the RAG1 active site and nonamer binding domain GGRPR and H1a regions that engage a particular RSS are donated in trans by different RAG1 protomers (see the previously proposed model 39 ).
Despite some similarities in their modes of DNA recognition, the RAG1 NBD and the Hin DBD 27 have very different arrangements of their structural elements (Fig. 8a,b) . The strongest functional parallels to the RAG recombinase are provided by the Hermes transposase, which also contains a DDE active site motif and generates hairpins on the flanking DNA during DNA cleavage 40 . The structure of the Hermes transposase has been helpful in elucidating the function of residues in RAG1, suggesting that there are structural parallels between the two proteins [41] [42] [43] . Notably, the RAG1 NBD and the Hermes DBD are both intertwined dimers formed by domain-swapped helices held together by extensive hydrophobic interactions (Fig. 8c) . However, the absence of DNA or any obvious DNA binding motifs in the Hermes structure 41 makes it difficult to align the structures for a more detailed analysis.
The structure of the NBD provides insight into the mechanism by which mutations in the NBD cause Omenn's syndrome (Supplementary Fig. 7 online) , an immunodeficiency disease characterized by severe defects in B and T lymphocyte development due to inefficient V(D)J recombination 44 . Mutation of Arg393 (residue numbering as in mouse RAG1) to cysteine or histidine, as observed in Omenn's syndrome, is predicted to perturb DNA contacts made by the GGRPR motif ( Fig. 4a) and to severely reduce hairpin formation (Fig. 5b,c) . The S398P mutation in Omenn's syndrome is predicted to alter the structure of the helical turn in the loop connecting the GGRPR motif and H1a, thereby perturbing DNA interactions in both the minor and major grooves. Mutation of Asp426 to glycine in Omenn's syndrome could destabilize the dimer core by perturbing the positioning of H2 within the four-helix bundle. Also, mutation of Asp426 abolishes a salt bridge with His395 from the other subunit, leading to destabilized DNA interaction by the neighboring GGRPR motif. Finally, substitution of the bulkier valine for Ala441 in the turn connecting H2 and H3, as seen in Omenn's syndrome, could interfere with the trans DNA contacts made by nearby residues Asn443 and His445.
Our findings provide insight into the structural basis for differential regulation of nicking and hairpin formation. Most NBD mutations did not substantially compromise nicking, consistent with previous results showing that nicking can occur independently of the nonamer and a partner RSS 13, [45] [46] [47] . The deleterious effects of NBD mutations on stable 12RSS binding could be partially overcome by HMGB1, consistent with the ability of HMGB1 to interact directly with the NBD and enhance RAG-RSS binding, in part by inducing additional DNA contacts near the nonamer 17, 20, 29, 48 . In contrast, NBD interactions with DNA are crucial for efficient paired complex formation and hairpin activity. Our data indicate that RAG1 and HMGB1 are sufficient for nonamer-dependent RSS synapsis, whereas full engagement of the heptamer has been shown to be RAG2 dependent 49 . These findings suggest a model in which the dimeric NBD-nonamer module provides an anchor point for HMGB1-, RAG2-and heptamerdependent conformational changes, such as DNA bending 29, 38, 50, 51 , that underlie assembly of the paired complex. Such structural changes are not captured in the NBD-nonamer crystal and could cause the structure of the NBD and nonamer in the paired complex to deviate from our model. The intertwined NBD-nonamer module also provides a potential means of communication between two RAG1 protomers, allowing the binding of an appropriate 12/23 RSS pair to be sensed and to activate the RAG complex for hairpin formation.
DNA binding domains that form obligate homodimers, as in RAG1 and Hermes, provide an interesting contrast with the Sin serine recombinase, in which pairs of HTH DNA binding domains from different dimers mediate the formation of a synaptic complex 52 , as well as recombinases like Hin, whose DBD does not contribute to synapsis 27 . In the case of RAG1, the relatively rigid NBD dimer imposes its geometry on the two nonamers and directly couples DNA binding with synapsis. In the case of Sin, the disposition of binding sites on each target DNA duplex determines the geometry of the DBDs and hence their ability to synapse, leaving DNA binding and synapsis uncoupled and allowing Sin the flexibility to interact with different configurations of binding sites 52 .
In summary, our findings indicate that the RAG1 NBD has an important role in the synapsis of two DNA molecules. It will now be a priority to determine how the NBD-nonamer module is used in building the 12/23 RSS synaptic complex.
METHODS
Proteins. We cloned DNA encoding His 6 -tagged NBD (mouse RAG1 residues 389-464) into the pET28A vector, which added 21 amino acids at the N terminus, and expressed the recombinant protein in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3). The soluble fraction of the cell lysate was then purified using nickel-chelating resin followed by heparin and size-exclusion columns in buffers similar to the final storage buffer (1 M NaCl, 30 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 and 5% (v/v) glycerol). The NaCl concentration was reduced to about 100 mM before addition to the heparin column. The NBD protein was soluble through all steps of the purification. Except for the Hin-RAG1 hybrid mutant, all other mutations were introduced into the wild-type RAG1 construct, which encodes MBP-RAG1 core-(residues 384-1008)-His 6 , using the Quik-Change XL site-directed mutagenesis kit from Stratagene. The Hin-RAG1 hybrid mutant is similar to the published mutant in which RAG1 residues 389-444 have been replaced with Hin DBD residues 138-190 (ref. 18 ), except the substitution was done in the context of the above mentioned MBP-RAG1 core construct. We purified wild-type and mutant MBP-RAG1 core proteins from bacteria using nickelchelating resin, amylose beads and gel filtration, as described 23 , with the dimer peak fractions isolated and used in all experiments. We purified GST-tagged mouse RAG2 core (residues 1-383) expressed in 293T cells and His 6 -tagged full-length human HMGB1 expressed in bacteria as described 18, 53 .
DNA oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides used for crystallography, FRET and biochemical assays were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. Primers used for cloning were synthesized by Invitrogen. The sequences of the 14-mer oligonucleotides used in crystallography can be found in Figure 2a,d . The sequences of the top strands of the consensus 12RSS and 23RSS are: 5¢-GATCTGGCCTGTCTTA CACAGTGATACAGACCTTAACAAAAACCTGCA CTCGAGCGGAG-3¢ and 5¢-GATCTGGCCTGTCT TACACAGTGATGGAAGCTCAATCTGAACTCTG ACAAAAACCTCGAGCGGAG-3¢, respectively. In nonamer-mutant RSSs, the consensus nonamer was replaced with 5¢-CTCTGGCTG-3¢. Heptamermutant RSSs contained 5¢-GCTCAGT-3¢ in place of the consensus heptamer. Radiolabeled substrates were 5¢ end labeled on the top strand using g-32 P-ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase, followed by annealing with the complementary cold strand and gel purification. For FRET substrates, fluorophores were attached to position 5 of the thymine ring via a six-carbon spacer arm during oligonucleotide synthesis by Integrated DNA Technologies. A complete list of all the oligonucleotides can be found in Supplementary Table 1 online.
Crystallization and data collection. We added at least a threefold molar excess of the 14-mer DNA duplex to purified NBD (final protein concentration Z5 mg ml -1 ). We then dialyzed the complex against a buffer containing 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 and 200 mM NaCl for at least 4 h before setting up crystal trays. Crystals were grown at 41C using the hanging drop method with precipitant solution containing 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.2 M NaCl and 30% (v/v) PEG 400. Crystals grew to 0.1-0.2 mm in about 1 week and were soaked in a cryoprotectant solution (mother liquor supplemented with 35% (v/v) PEG 400) for at least 30 min before flash-freezing in liquid propane. We obtained lead, mercury and tungsten derivatives by soaking native crystals in the cryoprotectant solution containing 50 mM trimethyl lead acetate (TMLA), 100 mM lead (II) acetate, 50 mM mercury (II) acetate or 1 mM sodium tungstate for at least 1 h before freezing. Diffraction data were collected using the 24ID beamline at Argonne Photon Source and the X25 beamline at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Structure determination and refinement. Data were indexed and scaled using the HKL2000 program suite 54 . General handling of the scaled data was done in CCP4 (ref. 55) . We used SHELX 56 to find lead sites in the TMLA derivative crystal first. The phases derived from these lead sites were then used to calculate the difference Fourier map and to find the heavy-atom sites in the other derivatives ( Table 1) . All phases were calculated using SOLVE and improved by solvent-flattening in RESOLVE 57, 58 . Model building was performed in COOT 59 .
The heptamer DNA and one NBD monomer, which constitute the asymmetric unit, were built first. Then, the crystallographic twofold symmetry operator was applied to generate the remaining half of the 14-mer DNA, which was used to model in the correct DNA sequence with each base set at half occupancy. The overhang nitrogenous bases were excluded because they showed poor electron densities. This structure of the DNA with the NBD monomer was then refined through iterative cycles of model building in COOT and refinement in REFMAC with NCS restraints and DNA backbone (phosphate and D-ribose atoms) constraints about the twofold symmetry axis 60 . The final model contains RAG1 residues 389-456 and the 14-mer DNA minus the overhang bases. The N-terminal 21 residues added by the tag and the C-terminal 8 residues in the NBD construct were disordered. The Ramachandran plot of the final model showed 96.9% of all residues in the favored regions and none in the disallowed region. All figures were generated using PyMol (http://pymol. sourceforge.net).
Binding and coupled cleavage assays. For the 12RSS-signal complex gel shift assay, we incubated final protein concentrations of 68 nM MBP-RAG1 core, 107 nM GST-RAG2 core and 150 nM His 6 -HMGB1 with 120 fmol of radiolabeled consensus 12RSS in 20 ml reactions containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.1 mg ml -1 BSA, 33 mM KCl, 5 mM CaCl 2 , 2 mM DTT and 500 nM nonspecific single-strand oligonucleotide (5¢-TTTGGTCGATATC CATATGGGGGGAC-3¢) and 6% (v/v) glycerol. Samples were incubated at 30 1C for 15 min before electrophoresis on 6% 80:1 native polyacrylamide gels in 0.5Â TBE buffer at about 23 1C. For coupled cleavage experiments, we incubated final protein concentrations of 91 nM MBP-RAG1 core, 143 nM GST-RAG2 core and 200 nM His 6 -HMGB1 with 120 fmol of radiolabeled 12RSS and a fivefold molar excess of unlabeled 23RSS in 20 ml reactions containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.1 mg ml -1 BSA, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM DTT and 6% (v/v) glycerol at 37 1C for 1 h, unless noted otherwise. Each cleavage reaction was stopped by adding 65 ml of a buffer containing 0.2% (w/v) SDS, 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM EDTA, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, and 60 mg ml -1 proteinase K and incubation at 55 1C for at least 2 h before ethanol precipitation of the DNA. We then electrophoresed DNA samples in 1Â TBE buffer on 10% (w/v) denaturing polyacrylamide gels. For both assays, gels were dried before imaging with a PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics) and quantitation using Image-Quant 5.2 software.
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer assay. We performed FRET experiments and data analysis as described with a few modifications 38 . Final concentrations of DNA substrates were 20 nM TAMRA-labeled RSS and 5 nM FAM-labeled RSS, and final protein concentrations were 76 nM MBP-RAG1 core, 120 nM GST-RAG2 core and 160 nM His 6 -HMGB1. We incubated samples at 30 1C for 15 min before excitation at 492 nm followed by emission scanning from 510-650 nm at room temperature using a Photon Technology International scanning spectrofluorometer and FeliX32 software. Emission spectra were corrected as described, including correction for intrinsic TAMRA fluorescence in the absence of donor fluorophore 38 . Acceptor sensitization (emission from 567-620 nm) was used to calculate the FRET efficiency as described 38 . GraphPad Prism 4 (GraphPad Software, Inc.) was used to calculate the peak areas in all spectra, and Maple 7.0 software (Maplesoft) was used to calculate the fluorophore separation distance as described 38 .
Accession codes. Protein Data Bank: Coordinates of the structures of the RAG1 NBD in complex with DNA obtained from the native and 56DNA crystals have been deposited under accession codes 3GNA and 3GNB, respectively.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Structural & Molecular Biology website.
